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Deep voice Surgery - Is Surgery to Make Your Voice Deeper Really Worth it¬?

Nov. 3, 2010 - PRLog -- Its a typical fact that any sort of surgery is expensive, not to talk of the nasty side
effects which will be derived from the said surgery. A deep voice is very desirable especially among men,
and having such a voice can mean greater self-confidence and improvement of personal image. With such
advantages, some men who are not gifted with this sort of voice are willing to go through any kind of
methods just to get that deep, strong, sexy  and crisp voice.

And yes – there are various methods that you may use so as to develop a deep voice and make it sound a lot
better to listen to. Listed here are two of the most common:
http://www.articlesbase.com/self-improvement-articles/how-to-deepen-your-voice-the-deep-voice-mastery-
course-1253746.html

• Surgery to lower the pitch – this involves the removal of certain parts of the cartilage in the voice muscles.
Once a certain part is removed, the vocal folds loosen up and giving a voice that is of low pitch - kind of
deep timber.

• Injection of fat tissue taken from some parts of your body to the vocal folds, thereby increasing the closure
of the larynx and it will have an effect on your voice when you speak.

Both methods give impressive and very quick results, but as mentioned earlier, these are very expensive
methods. The second method that requires the injection of fat does not have that lasting effect on your
voice. Once the injected fat dissolves in the vocal folds, you have to repeat the procedure. This means you
will have to do it every now and then.

The over-all question is, are the expensive knife and the needle procedures the ultimate solution for having
a deep and better sounding voice? The obvious answer to this is a resounding “no” as long as you could
have other safer and less expensive methods. it is always better to try them out.

Do you wish to naturally deepen your voice within just nine days of performing some simple, yet very great
and effective voice deepening exercises? If yes, then you'll want to download a copy of Rudy Haynes
Deeper voice Mastery E-book.

Follow this link ==> http://most-honest-review.blogspot.com/2009/09/deep-voice... The deep voice mastery
voice training program, to read more about this natural voice training guide that has been helping tens of
thousands of people allover the world, teaching them tips to quickly transform their high-pitched
high-pitched squaky voice, into a deep, strong and sexy voice in just nine days!

Related: http://hubpages.com/hub/Deep-Voice-Mastery-How-To-Get-A-D...
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